Optically controlled orientation of lithium niobate micro crystal particle
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Abstract: In this work, the experimental system for optically controlled capturing and orientating is designed. Using the system, we demonstrate optically capturing of lithium niobate micro crystal particle. Moreover, the captured particle becomes aligned with the direction of linear polarization. Finally, we present optically controlled orientation theory of lithium niobate crystal particle. The work illustrates that the alignment of lithium niobate micro crystal particles can be optically orientation by the linear polarization’s direction of laser light. These results can be further used in micro sensors, photonics, MEMS, light-induced micro motor, and micro manipulation fields.
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Introduction

Optically controlled orientation of micro particle[1,2], whose application mainly related photonics, micro electro mechanical system (MEMS), micro sensors, and light-induced micro motor, is one of the most significant phenomena in micro-manipulation field. It is widely studied in both theories and experiments. Achieving optically controlled orientation of various advanced optoelectronic materials and explain the corresponding mechanism are quite important works. Friese et al. studied circularly polarized light induced orientation of CaCO3 particle and explained its theoretical mechanism [3]. Using linearly polarized near-infrared laser light beam, the optical alignment and rotation of individual plasmonic nanostructures (silver nano rods and gold nano particles) were demonstrated. This phenomenon was caused by the high polarizability of long-axis dipole[4]. Based on optical tweezers technology, researchers studied the rotational dynamics of solid chiral and birefringent micro particles controlled by the laser light with elliptical polarization[5]. Lithium niobate (LN) materials[10-13], which have efficient nonlinear optical properties, have played an important role in various applications, such as laser materials, optical storage, light localization, display technology, sensors, optically controlled modulator, optical waveguide, photonic crystals and so on. Achieving opti-
cally controlled orientation of LN can extend the materials which can be used in optical micro sensors and micro-manipulation. Moreover, X. Zhang et. al. has studied optically controllable weak localization of photons in a suspension of LN particles\textsuperscript{[14,16]}. This phenomenon was attributed to the reorientation of particles in the optical field. However, optically controlled orientation of Lithium niobate crystal particle has not been observed directly by now.

In this work, the optically controlled orientation of LN micro crystal particle was observed directly for the first time using optical tweezers. The optically controlled orientation system was constructed experimentally. Based on this system, we demonstrated optical capturing of LN micro crystal particle, and the captured particle became aligned with the direction of linear polarization. Then, the optically controlled orientation theory of LN micro crystal particle was discussed. These results illustrated that the alignment of LN micro crystal particles can be optically orientated by the linearly polarized direction of laser light.

1 Experimental setups

Figure 1 shows the experimental setups of optically controlled system of LN micro crystal particle. The manipulation light beam was generated by a femtosecond laser at 800 nm central wavelength with linear polarization (pulse duration: 120 fs, repetition rate: 1 KHz, laser energy: 0.3 mJ). This femtosecond laser was a mode-locked Ti: Sapphire laser system (Spectra Physics, USA) that includes the MaiTai seed source, the pump source Empower 30 and the Spitfire regenerative amplifier. The light beam emitted by the laser was collimated by the lens 1 (L1) and lens 2 (L2). Using Glan-Taylor prism and half wave plate, the linearly polarized direction of light beam could be adjusted continuously, and the degree of linear polarization was larger than 10000; 1. Then the laser light beam was reflected by the reflection mirror and beam splitter, and was focused on the sample by a microscope objective lens (NA = 1.45). The sample was fixed on the cover glass of a 3D translation stage. The illumination light which passed through the sample was collected by the objective lens and was imaged to the charge-coupled device (CCD) through lens 3 (L3). A computer was connected to the 3D translation stage and CCD for sample movement and real-time monitoring.

2 Sample

The sample in our experiments was congruent LN micro crystal particles in water suspension. LN single crystal is a quite versatile birefringent photonic material. In our work, a LN single crystal was grown by the Czochralski method. We prepared LN micro crystal particles using a planetary ball mill, and then the LN particles were filtrated through a membrane filter. The suspension which consisted of LN micro particles and deionized water was the sample under studying here. The diameter of the LN particle which was optically controlled was about 1.8 μm measured by microscopy system as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. To observe optically capturing and orientating obviously, some LN macro crystal particles, which played a role as marking objects in the experiments, were put in the suspension.

3 Experimental Results

We achieved the stable optical trapping of LN micro crystal particle using linearly polarized laser light, as shown in Fig. 2.

In our experiments, the position of the focused spot of the laser light was fixed and the sample on the 3D translation stage was moved by computer controlling. When the LN micro crystal particle approached the focused spot of laser light, it was pulled to the center of focused spot rapidly. Then, if the sample on the stage was moved, the trapped LN micro crystal particle would not move with the sample. It proved that the LN micro crystal particle was stably captured by laser light. With the removing of laser irradiation, the trapped LN micro crystal particle quickly returned to its original free motion state.

In order to orientate the LN micro crystal particle, the linearly polarized direction of the laser light was adjusted by Glan-Taylor prism and half wave plate. In our work, a LN micro crystal particle which was trapped in linearly polarized laser light field was aligned in a particular orientation. If the direction of the laser light polari-
zation was changed using a half-wave plate, the alignment of LN micro crystal particle would follow the orientation of the direction of laser light polarization exactly. As shown in Fig. 3, when the direction of the laser light polarization was rotated 90°, the orientation of the LN micro crystal particle was changed consistently. This illustrated the alignment of LN particles were optically controlled by the linear polarization’s direction of laser light successfully. In our experiments, the lithium niobate microcrystalline with large size can not be captured. Only the lithium niobate microcrystalline whose size was smaller than 5 μm can be controlled successfully.
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**Fig. 2** The optical trapping of LN micro crystal particle; the laser beams can capture LN micro crystal particles and change its position in the sample.

图 2 钠酸锂微晶的激光捕获图像; 激光能够捕获并移动钠酸锂微晶的位置
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**Fig. 3** The photographs of a captured LN micro crystal particle, showing the alignment with the direction of laser light polarization. When the direction of the laser light polarization was rotated 90°, the orientation of the LN micro crystal particle was also rotated 90°.

图 3 捕获的钠酸锂微晶的照片, 其取向由激光的偏振方向控制, 当激光的偏振方向旋转 90°时, 钠酸锂微晶的取向也随之旋转 90°

4 Discussions

Because LN is anisotropic optical material, when a LN micro crystal particle is irradiated by linearly polarized laser light filed, the induced electric polarization of the micro particle is

$$\mathbf{P} = \varepsilon_0 (\varepsilon - 1) \mathbf{E} + \varepsilon_0 \Delta \varepsilon (\mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{E}) \mathbf{n}, \quad (1)$$

in which $\mathbf{E}$ is the electric field of the laser light beam, $\mathbf{n}$ is the unit vector of the optical axis of the micro crystal particle, $\varepsilon_0$ is the dielectric constant of vacuum and $\Delta \varepsilon = \varepsilon_{\|} - \varepsilon_{\perp}$ is the dielectric anisotropy of the micro crystal particle for the laser light beam. Therefore, the torque can be described as:

$$\mathbf{\Gamma}^{\perp} = < \mathbf{P} \times \mathbf{E} > = \varepsilon_0 \Delta \varepsilon (\mathbf{n} \times \mathbf{E}) (\mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{E}), \quad (2)$$

where $E_0$ is the amplitude of the light. Moreover, the free energy\(^\text{17}\) supplied by laser light electric field can be described as:

$$- \int \mathbf{D} \cdot d\mathbf{E} = - \varepsilon_0 (\varepsilon - 1) \mathbf{E}^2 + \frac{\Delta \varepsilon (\mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{E})^2}{2} \quad (3)$$

According to the minimum energy principle, the optical axis of LN micro crystal particle illuminated by linearly polarized laser light would be parallel to the laser electric field $n / E$ for $\Delta \varepsilon > 0$, while $n \perp \mathbf{E}$ for $\Delta \varepsilon < 0$. Because LN crystal is a negative uniaxial crystal ($\Delta \varepsilon < 0$), the optical axis of LN micro crystal particle is inclined perpendicular to the polarized direction of laser light. This implies that LN micro crystal particle can be orientated by linearly polarized laser light. The main factors affecting the controlling and orientation of microcrystalline in this system were the energy and polarization state of femtosecond laser. The optically controlling of lithium niobate microcrystalline depended on the laser energy. If the laser energy was less than 0.1 mJ, this phenomenon can not be demonstrated. Moreover, to achieve stable orientation controlling of the microcrystalline, linearly polarized light should be used. When circular polarized light was used, the microcrystalline was not be orientated stably and was rotated with constant frequency and angular speed.

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, based on the discussion of optically controlled orientation theory of LN micro crystal particle, the optically trapping and orientating system was constructed experimentally. The LN micro crystal particle which was captured by the laser light field was orientated with the linearly polarized direction of the laser light. These results proved that LN micro crystal particle is orientated successfully in the linearly polarized laser light field. Our work also can be further used in fields of micro sensors, photonics, MEMS, light-induced micro motor, and micro manipulation.
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Fig. 5 The contrast of the designed spectra by the formula and the measured spectra at (a) 80 K (b) 300 K

![Graph showing spectral contrast at 80 K and 300 K](image)

For the manufacturing of optical devices with high temperature stability.
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